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“What do you need to start a business? Three simple things: know your product 
better than anyone. Know your customer, and have a burning desire to succeed.” 
— Dave Thomas, Wendy’s founder

This summer, we celebrated our 
ten year anniversary at Saxena 
White. When we first opened our 
doors in 2006, our beginnings were 
humble. Four of us sat in a one-
room office working around the 
clock against some of the largest 
and most powerful defense firms 
in the country. Having come from 
a large firm where we were served lattes and traveled first class, our early days at 
Saxena White were similar to plunging head first into ice cold water. 

What we remember most from our early days is traveling to see clients that we had 
relationships with and asking them to take a leap of faith and work with us—the new 
kid on the block—instead of our well-established, well-funded big firm competitors.  
You took that leap of faith with us. The majority of our clients today are clients that 
we have had since our inception. 

The past ten years have seen major developments in the securities litigation 
area, from the demise of Lehman Brothers and other former Wall Street giants, 
to international scandals such as the Volkswagen fiasco. Today, financial scandals 
continue to plague the markets. To date we have recovered over $2 billion on behalf 
of our clients and are serving as lead counsel in cases nationwide with billions of 
dollars in damages. These cases include a major class action against former storied 
bank Wilmington Trust for misrepresenting the value of its loan portfolio and the 
case against Rayonier Inc., the “Lorax Case” discussed in this newsletter. 

Our philosophy remains unchanged. We bring a handful of cases every year and 
litigate them aggressively. We are constantly striving to enhance and customize 
the quality of our monitoring and reporting services and to present important 
information to our clients using the latest technology in an unbiased way. We 
believe that working with a client is not only a commitment to providing top quality 
monitoring and litigation services, but to support our clients’ communities and 
charitable endeavors. 

We have accomplished a lot together during our first ten years. What matters most 
is what we do next. Thank you for helping make our firm a success now, and for 
decades to come. 
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1   The Rayonier case is affectionately known in the Saxena White 
office as the “Lorax case.” When Maya Saxena described the case 
to her nine-year-old daughter, she replied, “Mom, you guys are 
just like the Lorax.” In reviewing the company’s unsound forestry 
practices, which were in marked contrast to their statements to the 
public, the comparison seems to fit.  

2   In re Rayonier Inc. Securities Litigation, Case No. 14-cv-1395 (M.D. 
Fla.), Second Amended Complaint.  

3   Id.
4   Known for being a particularly resilient federal judge, Judge Cor-

rigan narrowly escaped a bullet (by 1.6 inches) while sitting in his 
living room watching television in 2013. The assailant, a former 
criminal defendant who Judge Corrigan had previously sentenced, 
was convicted and sentenced to 343 years in prison.  

Rayonier Inc. is a multi-
billion dollar timber 
company based in 
Jacksonville, Florida. 
For years, Rayonier 
was viewed as a 
conservative, sound 

stock, attracting the 
likes of Jeb Bush and 

financial industry leaders 
who served on its board of 

directors. The company, which 
owned millions of acres of 

forest land, repeatedly assured 

investors that Rayonier harvested its forests on a “sustainable” 
basis. Defendants’ emphatic representations convinced 
investors that the company cut trees in a very restrained way, 
with the ability to continue harvesting (and thereby report 
growing financial results) indefinitely. Defendants bragged to 
investors that “sustainable forestry [is] the past, present, and 
future of Rayonier.” 

Much to the shock of the market, in November 2014 the 
new CEO of Rayonier disclosed that for over a decade, the 
company had been systematically overharvesting its 
timberlands by nearly 50% and would have to dramatically 
reduce its timber production for the next ten years or 
more. The resulting fallout was severe. Rayonier’s stock 
dropped 20%, wiping out more than $900 million in market 
capitalization, and the company was forced to slash its 
dividend in half to just $0.25 per share. The admission also 
triggered an investigation by the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission.  

Lead counsel conducted an in-depth investigation into the 
company, which revealed that Rayonier’s practice of 
overharvesting, while undisclosed to investors, was well 
known within the highest ranks of the company. The top 
officers of Rayonier regularly discussed the overharvesting 
problem, and as former employees described it, the 
company “was eating tomorrow’s lunch today.”2 
Company insiders reported that the overharvesting was so 
egregious that everyone knew it, “right down to the truck 
drivers.”3 

In the consolidated action In re Rayonier Inc. Securities 
Litigation, Case No. 14-cv-1395 (M.D. Fla.), Lead Plaintiffs, the 
Pension Trust Fund For Operating Engineers from Northern 
California and Florida-based Lake Worth Firefighters’ Pension 
Trust Fund, filed two amended complaints and faced two 
separate motion to dismiss hearings. Defendants argued 
that when the company used the word “sustainable” in its 
corporate filings and statements to investors, it was vague 
and ambiguous and couldn’t have misled investors.

U.S. District Judge Timothy J. Corrigan4 disagreed, taking 
the common sense approach that sometimes words like 
“sustainable” mean just that—the company’s timber 
production would continue at the same “sustainable” pace. 
Judge Corrigan denied Rayonier’s motion to dismiss. 

For more information on Rayonier, please contact Maya 
Saxena at msaxena@saxenawhite.com.

Saxena White Defeats Rayonier Inc.’s 
Motion to Dismiss 
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“I am the Lorax. I 
speak for the trees.   
  I speak for the trees 
for the trees 
 have no tongues.”   

- Dr. Seuss, The Lorax1



On April 6, 2016, the 
U.S. Department of 
Labor (DOL) issued 
final regulations 

amending the definition of a “fiduciary” under both the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) 
and Section 4975 of the Internal Revenue Code. The 
regulatory package follows almost six years of heated 
debate by investor advocates and financial industry groups 
and is nothing short of a sea change for the industry that 
dispenses advice to retirement savers. 

In a nutshell, the DOL rule expands the definition of fiduciary 
to include any individual receiving compensation for providing 
advice that is individualized or specifically directed to a 
particular plan sponsor (e.g., an employer with a retirement 
plan), plan participant, or IRA owner for consideration in 
making a retirement investment decision. Fiduciaries can be 
brokers, registered investment advisers, insurance agents, or 
other types of advisers (together, referred to as “advisers”). 
The investment decisions covered by the DOL rule include, 
but are not limited to, what assets to purchase or sell and 
whether to rollover from an employer-based plan to an IRA. 

Currently, investment professionals can recommend products 
that are “suitable,” but not necessarily in the client’s “best 
interests.” For example, if there are two similar potential 
investments but one carries higher risks and results in higher 
fees for the adviser, the adviser is under no duty to disclose 
this conflict under the suitability standard. In contrast, under 
the DOL’s new fiduciary standard, the adviser is required to 
provide impartial advice that is in the best interests of their 
client, including disclosing any conflicts of interest. 

The DOL rule requires that all advisers either avoid payments 
that create conflicts of interest or comply with a “best 
interest contract exemption” (BICE). The BICE, which must 
be memorialized in a contract between the adviser and 
the client, would permit advisers to enter into common 
compensation arrangements—such as sales commissions, 
revenue-sharing arrangements, and other types of indirect 
compensation—if the fiduciaries satisfy certain requirements, 
including, among other things: acknowledging their fiduciary 
status, implementing policies and procedures designed 

to prevent violations of the basic standards of impartial 
conduct, and disclosing the fees and material conflicts of 
interest associated with their recommendations. The BICE 
would allow participants to receive advice that is in their best 
interest while also allowing advisers to continue to receive 
fees and commissions without triggering penalties. 

The fiduciary standard required updating for a number 
of reasons. First, the landscape of retirement accounts has 
dramatically changed in the last 40 years with the advent 
of 401(k) plans, IRAs, and the increase in rollovers. For 
instance, between 1985 and 2005, 401(k) plan participants 
grew nearly fivefold—from ten million to 47 million—while 
defined benefit plan participants decreased by nine million, 
to 21 million.1 Further, approximately 92% of households that 
owned mutual funds held their shares in workplace retirement 
plans, IRAs, and other tax-deferred accounts.2 

Second, many investment advisers operate within 
compensation schemes that incentivize them to push 
customers into particular investment products. In one 
example, a Wall Street Journal article3 explained how Table 
Bay, a company that markets retirement products and trains 
financial advisers, incentivized advisers to sell annuities to 
clients. According to the article, in 2014 Table Bay offered a 
Maserati to advisors who sold at least $7.5 million in annuities, 

The Department of  
Labor’s Fiduciary Rule:  
Protecting Investors From  
Conflicted Retirement Advice

continued on next page
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and a BMW, Range Rover, or Porsche to advisors with at least 
$6 million in sales. (Table Bay earned a share of revenue from 
the preferred annuities and other insurance products that the 
advisers sold.) The article asks the logical question: “Could 
awarding Maseratis and other luxury cars encourage advisers 
to favor high-fee products that might not be ideal for clients?” 

And NPR, in a story titled “Is Wall Street Eating Your 401(k) 
Nest Egg?,” noted that “Americans collectively are losing 
billions of dollars a year out of their retirement accounts 
because they’re paying excessive fees.”4 According to the 
article, small to mid-size employers are paying the highest 
price because these companies generally lack the financial 
expertise and “are outgunned by financial firms that sell them 
bad plans loaded with hefty fees.” A report by the Council 
of Economic Advisors estimates the aggregate annual cost 
of conflicted financial advice is about $17 billion each year.5 
The DOL has estimated that the new fiduciary rule will save 
consumers anywhere from $95 billion to $189 billion over the 
next decade by reducing these conflicts of interests.

The proliferation of 401(k) rollovers into IRAs has also 
prompted the need for a rule change. As of May 2012, 39 
million households held traditional IRAs, of which 51% 
reported that their IRA accounts included rollover assets from 
another retirement plan.6 According to Cerulli Associates, a 
research firm based in Boston, nearly $358 billion was rolled 
over from 401(k)s into IRAs during 2013 alone.7 But the DOL 
rule does not protect investors in rollover scenarios because 
rollovers into IRAs are considered one-time transactions, and 
advice given in connection with a rollover is excluded from 
the definition of “investment advice.”

Critics say that the DOL rule’s complexity and restrictions will 
prohibit low- and middle-income savers from being able to 
access investment advice and certain types of assets. And the 
financial industry has claimed that the rule will raise compliance 
costs on firms by potentially billions of dollars each year. On 
June 1, 2016, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the Financial 
Services Institute, the Financial Services Roundtable, and 
the Insured Retirement Institute, among others, filed suit 
against the DOL, alleging, among other things, that the DOL 
rule and the prohibited transaction exemption overstep the 
DOL’s “authority, create unwarranted burdens and liabilities, 
undermine the interests of retirement savers, and are contrary 
to law.” On the legislative front, Republicans in the House 
and Senate passed a bill in April that would have blocked 
the DOL rule. But President Obama vetoed the bill, and in 
June Congressional Republicans failed to obtain the two-
thirds majority needed to overturn the veto. The new DOL 
rule will begin taking effect in part in April 2017, with full 
implementation due in January 2018. 

One of the most controversial aspects of the DOL rule is 
its provision for a private right of action allowing plan 

participants to sue advisors for violations of their fiduciary 
duties. Given the dollars at stake and the incentives to steer 
clients into high-cost, high-risk investments, investor actions 
against financial advisors are sure to skyrocket. You can bet 
your retirement on it.

The Department of Labor’s Fiduciary Rule  continued from previous page
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1   Investment Company Institute, “401(k) Plans: A 25-Year Retrospec-
tive,” https://www.ici.org/pdf/per12-02.pdf.

2   Investment Company Institute, “2013 Investment Company Fact 
Book, A Review of Trends and Activities in the U.S. Investment 
Company Industry” (“Fact Book”), at 92, http://bit.ly/1jKM4U0. 

3   Jason Zweig, “Who’s Training Your Retirement Navigator?” The 
Wall Street Journal, Feb. 14, 2014, http://www.wsj.com/news/
article_email/SB10001424052702304703804579383011413937636-
lMyQjAxMTA0MDEwNTExNDUyWj.

4   Chris Arnold, “Is Wall Street Eating Your 401(k) Nest Egg?” (Oct. 
19, 2015), http://www.npr.org/2015/10/19/445322138/is-wall-street-
eating-your-401-k-nest-egg. 

5   The report estimates that $1.7 trillion of IRA assets are invested 
in products that generally provide payments generating conflicts 
of interest. Conflicted advice leads to lower investment returns 
of approximately 1% per year. Thus, the estimated aggregate an-
nual cost of conflicted advice approximates $17 billion each year. 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/cea_coi_re-
port_final.pdf.  

6   Fact Book, at 126-127, http://bit.ly/1jKM4U0.  
7   Zweig, supra note 3.   



If an investor files 
a securities class 
action but does 
not obtain class 

certification until five years after the date the fraud occurred, 
can another class member opt out to pursue an individual 
action? 

If the case were filed in Denver, the answer is yes. But if the 
case were filed in New York or Detroit, the answer is no. The 
reason for these two very different outcomes rests on what 
is known as American Pipe1 tolling, and the courts of appeal 
are split on whether it applies to the federal securities laws’ 
statues of repose.  

American Pipe tolling is relatively straightforward—and 
vitally important. In American Pipe, the Supreme Court held 
that “the commencement of a class action suspends the 
applicable statute of limitations as to all asserted members 
of the class who would have been parties had the suit been 
permitted to continue as a class action.”2  In reaching this 
conclusion, the Supreme Court relied heavily on an analysis 
of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, reasoning that a 
contrary holding would “frustrate the principal function of a 
class action” and create a “multiplicity of activity which Rule 
23 was designed to avoid.”3  Simply put, when an investor 
files a class action alleging violations of the securities laws, 
American Pipe, together with the Rules of Civil Procedure, 
relieves other potential class members of the burden of filing 
a multiplicity of duplicative suits simply to preserve their own 
rights to recover damages. 

But what happens when a class member wants to opt out of a 
class action after the statute of repose has expired? A statute 
of repose, in contrast to a statute of limitations, is designed to 
bar actions after a specified period of time has elapsed from 
the occurrence of the wrongful act, even if the plaintiff has not 
yet been injured (or discovered the injury). What may appear 
to be an academic debate over the minutiae of the securities 
laws is actually a concern of great importance. Institutional 
investors, who often have large stakes in securities class 
actions and who are responsible for the funds they invest for 
their beneficiaries, must consider whether they should recoup 
their losses through individual securities suits or remain 
members of the class. Any rule that would impose greater 
and unnecessary expenses on institutions by requiring them 

to participate in class action litigation (in the form of opting 
out of a class) to avoid a statute of repose will have an adverse 
impact on these institutions. 

Meanwhile, the time it takes to certify a class has increased 
over the years. Motions to dismiss in complex cases with 
multiple defendants might take a year or more to decide, 
and if a motion is granted with leave to amend that amount 
of time can easily double. Recent Supreme Court decisions 
have made the class certification process itself more complex. 

Plaintiffs must now prove facts necessary to establish that 
class certification requirements have been met, even if those 
facts substantially overlap with the ultimate merits of the 
claim.4 And while Halliburton II5 hardly changed the plaintiff’s 
burden of proof to demonstrate market efficiency in a fraud-
on-the-market action, it invited defendants to submit even 
more complex and technical evidence against certification, 
further increasing the time it will take before a certification 
decision can be made. 

Perhaps more than any other issue impacting securities 
class actions, the courts of appeal are starkly divided. Over 
a decade ago, in Joseph v. Wiles,6 the Court of Appeals for 
the Tenth Circuit held that American Pipe tolling applies to 
the Securities Act’s statute of repose. More recently, in Police 
& Fire Retirement System v. IndyMac MBS, Inc.,7 the Second 
Circuit held that American Pipe tolling does not apply to the 
Securities Act’s statute of repose. Even more recently, in Stein 
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In a catchy 
c o m m e r c i a l 
from ten years 
ago, one of 

three “old wives” driving in a car complains of a stink in the 
vehicle.1  The car is a shiny new Volkswagen with a diesel 
engine. Designed to counteract Americans’ perception 
that diesel engines had noxious smells and emissions, VW 
launched a clever multimillion-dollar advertising campaign 
to promote its engines as the clean diesel alternative. In the 
conclusion of the “Something Stinks” ad, it is of course the 
mangy looking small dog in the back seat emitting the 
foul odor, not the “green” and “clean” diesel engine.2  

A new stink has emanated from Volkswagen, this time from 
its boardroom. It has now been revealed that VW installed 
software in its engines called “defeat devices” that could 
sense when a car was being tested for compliance with 
emissions standards.3 This massive deception was uncovered 
by a team of four engineering students at West Virginia 
University on a $50,000 research grant who had set out to 
show that U.S. diesel engines were cleaner than their European 
equivalents.4 The results were shocking. In the lab setting, 
the nefarious defeat device allowed Volkswagen engines 
to run in test mode, activating equipment that reduced 
emissions to low levels. On the open road, the emissions 
soared, with toxic amounts of carbon monoxide and other 
pollutants released at rates vastly higher than legal limits.5  

As shown in the chart below, the impact of VW’s lies has been 
devastating. The company’s stock initially dropped more than 
30%, down more than 50% from its 2014 prices. The U.S. 
Department of Justice has brought a lawsuit seeking criminal 
penalties,6 and the company has been hit with lawsuits all 
over the world.7 Potential damages stemming from the cases 
are estimated to exceed $86 billion and were characterized 
as an “existential threat” by the Company’s new CEO.8  

The fact that this scandal rocked a blue-chip company like VW 
has shaken investors’ confidence. VW is an iconic company, 

with its roots tracing back to Germany in 1937. (Hitler was 
involved in developing early prototypes of the “people’s 
car,” whose aerodynamic “beetle” shape was crucial given its 
small engine.)9 VW then became an American favorite, with 
characters like Herbie the Love Bug and the classic Magic 
Bus of the 1960s. VW made a concerted effort to market its 
“clean diesel” engines in the U.S., and in 2014 the company 
became the number one car company in the world.10  

The reasons for VW’s catastrophic blunder are now surfacing. 
For years the company was led by a CEO, Martin Winterkorn, 
known to be ambitious and ruthless. Despite numerous 
internal warnings to management that the diesel engines 
could not pass U.S. emissions standards, the company 
under Winterkorn’s rule adopted a shoot-the-messenger 
philosophy and ignored repeated admonitions by engineers 
and other employees. VW has long been criticized for 
its poor corporate governance, and issues like a lack of 
diversity, lax boardroom controls, and improper monitoring 
have now been revealed as the root causes of the diesel 
emissions scandal. For companies domiciled in the U.S., 
shareholders can directly involve themselves in ensuring 
proper governance procedures through proxy voting and 
filing shareholder derivative lawsuits to effect change. But for 
foreign corporations, U.S. investors’ rights are limited. 

In 2010, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Morrison v. National 
Australia Bank11 that federal securities laws only apply to 
domestic exchanges and domestic transactions. Thus, the 
millions of pension funds, individuals, and institutions that 
purchased VW stock on the German stock exchange must 
seek relief in Germany, through the German court system. 
Since the scandal erupted, numerous cases have been filed 
in Germany as well as in the Netherlands.12 These cases differ 
from U.S. securities fraud class actions in many ways, chief 
among them that an investor must “opt-in” and affirmatively 
join these cases. By contrast, in the U.S. investors are 
automatically class members unless they declare in writing 
their intention not to participate. 

Something 
STINKS!

The Volkswagen Emissions Scandal

continued on next page
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In Germany, at least three investor actions have been 
brought against Volkswagen. Filed in federal court in the 
city of Braunschweig, these actions are brought under 
the Capital Markets Model Case Act, or Kapitalanleger-
Musterverfahrensgesetz (“KapMuG”), the collective action 
statute pertaining to German capital markets. Under the 
KapMuG, the German court will hold a model proceeding, 
during which identical issues of law and fact will be 
determined. After the resolution of the model proceeding, 
individual proceedings will commence. 

The litigation remains in its preliminary stages, with all 
individual proceedings stayed while the model case 
proceedings are pending. And though the KapMuG was 
designed to encourage collective settlement, don’t expect a 
resolution of the German VW litigation any time soon. History 
shows that KapMuG actions move at a glacial pace, with the 
landmark Deutsche Telekom AG collective action still not 
resolved after more than twelve years of litigation. 

1   Volkswagen AG, Volkswagen TDI Diesel, Old Wives Tale - “Stinky,” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14v_keQr0rw. 

2   See Karl Greenberg, “Golden Sisters’ Old Wives Tales Tout 
Volkswagen TDI Clean Diesel,” MarketingDaily.com, http://www.
mediapost.com/publications/article/245738/golden-sisters-old-
wives-tales-tout-volkswagen-t.html. 

3   Guilbert Gates, et al., “Explaining Volkswagen’s Emissions Scan-
dal,” The New York Times, July 19, 2016, http://www.nytimes.com/
interactive/2015/business/international/vw-diesel-emissions-scan-
dal-explained.html?_r=0.

4   Sonari Glinton, “How A Little Lab In West Virginia Caught Volk-
swagen’s Big Cheat,” NPR, September 24, 2015, http://www.

npr.org/2015/09/24/443053672/how-a-little-lab-in-west-virginia-
caught-volkswagens-big-cheat. 

5   Id. 
6   United States Department of Justice, Press Release, “United 

States Files Complaint Against Volkswagen, Audi and Porsche for 
Alleged Clean Air Act Violations,” https://www.justice.gov/opa/
pr/united-states-files-complaint-against-volkswagen-audi-and-
porsche-alleged-clean-air-act. 

7   In the U.S. alone, over 500 private actions were filed. See Barney 
Jopson, Gina Chon, Robert Wright, “Volkswagen Shares Fall 
After US Files Lawsuit Over Defeat Devices,” FiT.com, January 
5, 2016, https://next.ft.com/content/243908d4-b312-11e5-8358-
9a82b43f6b2f. Actions were also brought outside of the  U.S., 
including in Germany. See Reuters, “Shareholders Take Action 
Against Volkswagen in Germany After ‘Dieselgate’,” as published 
on Fortune.com, June 21, 2016, http://fortune.com/2016/06/21/
volkswagen-shareholders-germany/. 

8   Chris Woodyard, “Top VW Exec Warns Emissions Crisis Could Kill 
Company,” USA Today, http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/
cars/2015/10/04/volkswagen-emissions-crisis/73356630/. 

9   Tim Bowler, “Volkswagen: From the Third Reich to Emis-
sions Scandal,” BBC News, http://www.bbc.com/news/busi-
ness-34358783. 

10   Autocar, “VW Becomes Largest Car Maker,” http://www.autocar.
co.uk/car-news/motoring/vw-becomes-largest-car-maker. 

11   130 S. Ct. 2869 (2010).
12   In the Netherlands, investors may seek to resolve claims through 

“stichtings.” A stichting is a Dutch foundation that represents the 
interests of victims and may resolve claims against a defendant in 
the form of a collective settlement. The purpose of the stichting 
in the Volkswagen litigation is to serve VW with a demand for 
settlement. Under Dutch law, a stichting functions only as a settle-
ment vehicle.  

Something Stinks!  continued from previous page
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It goes without 
saying that federal 
courts have been 
the primary forums 

for seeking redress of securities violations. In fact, the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”) grants 
federal courts exclusive jurisdiction over actions “brought to 
enforce any liability or duty” created by the Act. Over the 
last 20 years, however, a plaintiff’s ability to obtain relief has 
become a much more difficult task, as statutory reforms such 
as the PSLRA and the ever-rising pleading standards imposed 
by cases such as Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly and Ashcroft 
v. Iqbal 1 have created significant barriers to successfully 
bringing cases in federal court.  

But federal law is not the only source for shareholder 
protections, since many states provide causes of action 
under state law for the same corporate wrongdoing. Given 
the perception of increasing federal court hostility toward 
securities litigation, defendants now have incentives to try 
to keep cases in federal court while plaintiffs are motivated 
to seek state court alternatives. These competing interests 
came to a head in the case of Merrill Lynch v. Manning.2 

Before Manning, the circuit courts were split as to whether 
Section 27 of the Exchange Act provided federal courts 
exclusive jurisdiction over cases with purely state law claims if 
the alleged underlying conduct would also be a violation of 
Exchange Act regulations. With Manning falling squarely on 
the fence that divides this issue, the Supreme Court granted 
certiorari to resolve which court—state or federal—gets to 
‘call the shots’ in state law securities cases. The Supreme 
Court’s answer resolved the circuit split by defining the 
standard for federal court jurisdictional reach under Section 
27’s “brought to enforce” provision. 

In Merrill Lynch v. Manning, the plaintiffs alleged that Merrill 
Lynch and the other financial institutions (“defendants” 
or “Merrill Lynch”) engaged in “naked” short selling 
that caused the stock of Escala Group, Inc. (“Escala”) to fall 
precipitously. Manning, joined by other Escala investors, 
filed suit in New Jersey state court claiming that Merrill 
Lynch’s practice of naked short selling was in violation 
of New Jersey’s securities laws, the New Jersey RICO 
(Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations) statute, 
and New Jersey common law. Although the plaintiffs chose 

not to bring any claims under federal law, the complaint 
points out that the defendants’ behavior was also in violation 
of SEC Regulation SHO and catalogues past accusations 
against the company under that regulation.  

Despite the fact that the parties agreed the case does not state 
a cause of action under federal law, Merrill Lynch removed 
the case from state court by asserting federal jurisdiction on 
two grounds. First, it invoked the general federal question 
jurisdiction under 28 USC §1331, which grants federal district 
courts jurisdiction over “all civil actions arising under” federal 
law. Second, it invoked Section 27 of the Exchange Act, 
which grants federal district courts jurisdiction of “all suits 
brought to enforce any liability or duty” created under the 
Exchange Act. 

The plaintiffs moved to remand the case back to state court, 
but the federal district court denied Manning’s motion. On 
appeal, the Third Circuit reversed, holding that §1331 did 
not confer federal jurisdiction because all claims in the case 
were “brought under state law” and did not raise any federal 
issues. The court also held that Section 27’s jurisdiction was 
improper because Section 27 only covers “cases that would 
satisfy §1331’s ‘arising under’ test for general federal court 
jurisdiction.”3 

In its brief to the Supreme Court, Merrill Lynch argued that 
the case was so closely related to the obligations imposed by 
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federal securities laws that it should be regarded to “enforce” 
those laws, bringing it within the “exclusive” jurisdiction of 
federal courts under Section 27. Manning argued that a suit 
can only be “brought to enforce” the Exchange Act if it is 
brought directly under that statute. The Supreme Court took 
the middle ground and upheld the Third Circuit decision 
that a federal court cannot interfere in securities cases where 
plaintiffs need only prove state law violations and duties. 

It its analysis, the Court explained that despite the difference 
in statutory language, Section 27’s “brought to enforce” 
provision should use the same jurisdictional test as §1331’s 
federal question jurisdiction, making the two provisions 
effectively “coextensive” rather than independent.4 The 
Court reasoned that this interpretation is supported by two 
prior Court decisions which establish that an action “brought 
to enforce” a duty created by federal statute is “nothing more 
(or nothing less) than an action ‘arising under’ that law.”5 

The Court stated that Section 27 confers jurisdiction when “an 
action is commenced in order to give effect to an Exchange 
Act requirement.”6 The language emphasizes “what the suit 
is designed to accomplish.”7 The Court carefully noted that 
there could be instances where the success of a state law 
claim relies upon giving effect to an Exchange Act duty or 
requirement, properly bringing the case within the purview 
of federal court. In these rare occasions, a state law cause 
of action would be “brought to enforce” the duty created 
by the Exchange Act because the claim rises or falls on the 
plaintiff’s ability to prove the violation of the duty. 

The Court found that the success of the Manning plaintiffs’ 
state law claims did not rest upon proving a violation of 
Regulation SHO. Therefore, Manning was exclusively within 
the jurisdiction of New Jersey state court because, despite 
the allegations regarding a federal regulation, the suit was 
not “brought to enforce” any rights or duties under the 
Exchange Act. Thus it did not meet the “arising under” test 
for federal court jurisdiction. 

All in all, the Manning decision is a boost for protecting 
investor rights under state laws. Manning restores the eroding 
role of state courts as forums for litigating securities cases 
and allows states to potentially offer more expansive relief. 
The decision also preserves the right of shareholders to seek 
alternative relief that falls outside the confines and scrutiny of 
federal courts. 

Merrill Lynch v. Manning   continued from previous page
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1   Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 127 S.Ct. 1955 (2007); Ashcroft v. 
Iqbal, 129 S.Ct. 1937 (2009).  

2   Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc.et al., v. Manning, 136 
S.Ct. 1562 (2016). 

3   Id. at 1563.  
4   Id. at 1571. 
5   Manning 136 S.Ct. at 1572, quoting Pan American, 366 U.S. 656 

(1961). The Court also cites to Matsushita Elec. Industrial Co. v. 
Epstein, 516 U.S. 367 (2012) (finding that state law claims supported 
by charges that defendants’ conduct also violated federal securi-
ties law did not “arise under” the Exchange Act).

6   Manning, 136 S.Ct. at 1563.  
7   Id.  



In this election 
year, voters across 
the country will 
head to the polls 

to elect their leaders and weigh in on ballot measures. So 
too in corporate America, where once a year every public 
company is required to hold an annual meeting in which 
shareholders elect the board of directors and vote on other 
corporate matters. The annual meeting provides a forum 
for shareholders and management to discuss the company’s 
direction and is an opportunity for shareholders to express a 
judgment on management’s stewardship of the business.

In advance of the annual meeting, companies must distribute 
their annual definitive proxy statements to shareholders. 
Annual proxy statements contain a variety of valuable 
information, including 
biographical material 
about officers and 
directors, reports of the 
audit and compensation 
committees of the board of 
directors, and summaries 
of the proposals to be 
voted on at the annual 
meeting. In addition 
to electing directors, 
certain annual votes are 
standard for all public 
companies. For example, 
as part of the Dodd-Frank 
Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act, 
in 2011 the SEC began 
requiring that companies 
provide shareholders with an advisory vote on executive 
compensation (known as “say-on-pay” votes). Companies 
also allow shareholders to vote on the ratification of the 
company’s independent public accountant. 

Shareholders can also propose items to be voted on at 
the annual meeting, provided that the shareholder satisfies 
a relatively low ownership threshold—$2,000 worth of stock 
or 1% of the shares eligible to vote, whichever figure is lower. 
And while the variety of shareholder proposals is extremely 
diverse—ranging from obscure corporate governance 
bylaw matters to animal welfare issues—certain trends can 
be observed from year to year.  Here’s a summary of recent 

trends in shareholder proxy proposals, along with leading 
proxy advisor Institutional Shareholder Services’ (ISS) voting 
recommendation.

•  Proxy Access. Typically, a company’s board of directors 
nominates candidates for the board, and those candidates’ 
names appear in the section of the annual proxy dealing 
with the election of directors. Most companies do not 
automatically allow shareholders the right to nominate 
directors, but so-called “proxy access” proposals seek to 
allow shareholders the right to nominate qualified directors, 
with the names of shareholder nominees appearing alongside 
the names of the board’s candidates. A typical proxy access 
proposal would allow a shareholder to nominate no more 
than a quarter of a company’s directors and would require 
that the nominating shareholder own 3% or more of the 

company’s outstanding 
stock for at least three years 
before the nomination. 
Proxy advisor ISS generally 
recommends in favor of 
shareholder proposals for 
proxy access that conform 
to these guidelines. On 
its web site, ISS quoted 
a 2014 study stating that 
“proxy access would 
serve as a useful tool for 
shareowners in the United 
States and would ultimately 
benefit both the markets 
and corporate boardrooms, 
with little cost or disruption 
to companies and the 
markets as a whole.” 

Companies that have adopted some form of proxy access 
include Apple, Goldman Sachs, McDonald’s, and Coca-
Cola.

•  Unilateral Governance Changes Which Adversely Affect 
Shareholder Rights. In response to perceived threats 
from activist shareholders, boards will sometimes 
unilaterally amend a company’s bylaws to diminish 
shareholders’ voting rights, entrenching the board in office. 
For example, a company may adopt a staggered board in 
which the directors are grouped into classes (Class 1, Class 
2, Class 3, etc.). During each election term, only one class is 
open to elections, thereby staggering the board. Because 

Getting on the Ballot:  
Trends in Shareholder Proxy Proposals
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it would take longer to gain control of the full board, such a 
scheme protects the incumbent board and lowers the risk of 
a takeover. In cases where a board amends the company’s 
bylaws or charter without shareholder approval in a manner 
that materially diminishes shareholders’ rights or that could 
adversely impact shareholders, ISS generally recommends 
that shareholders vote against or withhold their votes for 
the directors. 

•  Independent Chairman (Separate Chairman/CEO roles). 
Advocates of separating the chairman and CEO positions 
argue that such a move will ensure checks and balances in 
the boardroom, leading to better oversight and a better-run 
company. ISS generally recommends voting for shareholder 
proposals requiring that the chairman’s position be filled by 
an independent director.

•  Political Contributions. ISS generally recommends voting 
for proposals requesting greater disclosure of a company’s 
political contributions and trade association spending 
policies and activities.

•  Animal Welfare. As publicity surrounding certain inhumane 
animal housing methods (like gestation crates and battery 
cages) has increased, animal welfare proponents have 
begun seeking reports on a company’s animal welfare 
standards or animal welfare-related risks. ISS generally 
recommends voting in favor of such proposals.  

•  Environmental issues. In the wake of the United Nations’ 
Paris Agreement that commits nearly every country to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, climate-related proposals are 
on the upswing. For example, in 2016 the New York State 
Common Retirement Fund proposed that ExxonMobil 
publish an annual assessment of the expected long term 
portfolio impacts of public climate change policies. The 
proposal specifically sought an analysis of “the impacts on 
ExxonMobil’s oil and gas reserves and resources under a 
scenario in which reduction in demand results from carbon 
restrictions and related rules or commitments adopted by 
governments consistent with the globally agreed upon 
two degree target.” (Though the proposal was defeated, 
it received 38% of support from shareholders that cast 
ballots, more than any contested climate-related vote in 
the company’s history.) ISS generally recommends that 
shareholders vote in favor of resolutions requesting that a 
company disclose information on the risks associated with 
the company’s environmental performance. 

With more investors engaging companies on environmental, 
social, and governance (ESG) issues, the number of 
shareholder proxy proposals is sure to increase in the coming 
years. But do these proposals have any real impact? Though 
most ESG proposals have failed to receive majority support, 
in a number of cases the proposals have been important 

catalysts for change within companies. According to the 
U.S. Sustainable Investment Forum, “Often, a shareholder 
resolution will fail to win a majority of the shares voted, but 
still succeeds in persuading management to adopt some or all 
of the requested changes because the resolution was favored 
by a significant number of shareholders.”1 For example:

•  In 2014 shareholders proposed more than 130 resolutions 
related to political spending and lobbying, with the bulk 
of those resolutions asking companies to report on their 
lobbying expenditures. Proponents of the resolutions were 
able to withdraw over 30 of these proposals in exchange 
for substantive commitments from the targeted companies.

•  From 2006 through 2013, the percentage of S&P 500 
companies with separate independent chair and CEO 
positions grew from 10% to 25%, with much of that 
improvement attributable to shareholder advocacy.

•  Beginning in 2010, shareholders began targeting 
companies that engage in hydraulic fracturing (or 
“fracking”), the controversial process of injecting liquid at 
high pressure into subterranean rocks to extract oil or gas. 
Critics claim that fracking can harm water supplies and lead 
to other environmental problems. Shareholders pushed 
many energy companies to increase their fracking-related 
disclosures, and in several cases proponents withdrew their 
proxy proposals after concessions from the companies. 
Specifically, ExxonMobil agreed to begin reporting on how 
it manages different risks across its hydraulic fracturing 
operations; EQT agreed to start measuring and reporting 
methane leakage and report on its progress to minimize risks 
to water supplies; Occidental Petroleum agreed to report 
on water consumption for each of its shale gas plays, and to 
report annually on its water recycling, waste management, 
and toxic chemical reduction efforts; and Pioneer Natural 
Resources added ESG oversight to its Board charter and 
increased its disclosure on water sourcing and recycling.2

The environmental, social, and governance issues facing 
corporations today reflect the challenges of doing business 
in the 21st century. And the better corporations adapt to 
these challenges and engage with shareholders, the better 
they will perform in the future. For shareholders looking to 
encourage corporate responsibility and discourage company 
practices that are unsustainable or unethical, shareholder 
proxy proposals are an excellent place to start.

1   http://www.ussif.org/resolutions.  
2   Id.  
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Markets  a re 
c o n s t a n t l y 
subject to events, 
conditions, and 

trends, and the application of the federal securities laws 
to these matters is constantly in flux. A prime example of 
this is the interpretation of Item 303 of SEC Regulation S-K, 
which requires issuers to disclose, as part of management’s 
discussion and analysis in various regulatory filings, “any 
known trends or uncertainties that have had or that the 
[issuer] reasonably expects will have a material favorable or 
unfavorable impact on net sales or revenues or income from 
continuing operations.”1  Item 303 was implemented in 2003 
to give investors important information that may otherwise 
not be apparent through historic information alone. 

The existence of a trend, demand, commitment, event or 
uncertainty isn’t always easy to identify, but there are some 
concrete examples: decline in unit sales volume, planned 
capital expenditures, and implementation of pending 
legislation. A sample disclosure from the SEC on the latter 
reads as follows:

The Company had no firm cash commitments as of 
December 31, 1987 for capital expenditures. However, 
in 1987, legislation was enacted which may require that 
certain vehicles used in the Company’s business be 
equipped with specified safety equipment by the end 
of 1991. Pursuant to this legislation, regulations have 
been proposed which, if promulgated, would require 
the expenditure by the Company of approximately 
$30 million over a three-year period.2 

Liability under Item 303 itself is a relatively new development 
and is still highly contentious. In January 2015, the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit formally 
recognized in Stratte-McClure v. Morgan Stanley3 that Item 
303 can give rise to liability under Section 10(b) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Stratte-McClure involved 
large proprietary trades by Morgan Stanley of financial 
instruments tied to subprime residential mortgage-backed 
securities, which suffered billions of dollars in losses in 
the wake of the financial crisis. The plaintiffs alleged that 
Morgan Stanley misrepresented or otherwise omitted its 
exposure to the subprime mortgage market, as well as 
its losses thereafter, in violation of Item 303. The court 
agreed and stated that “Plaintiffs have adequately alleged 
that Defendants breached their Item 303 duty to disclose that 
Morgan Stanley faced a deteriorating subprime mortgage 
market that, in light of the company’s exposure to the market, 

was likely to cause trading losses that would materially affect 
the company’s financial condition.”4 

While this precedent-setting opinion created a new avenue for 
recovery in the country’s busiest securities docket, it conflicts 
with a decision by the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. 
In In re NVIDIA Corp. Securities Litigation,5 the plaintiffs 
alleged that some of NVIDIA’s computer chips experienced 
cracks when subjected to excessive pressure during product 
testing, causing material defects in products down the line. 
According to plaintiffs, NVIDIA was required to disclose this 
information under Item 303. In an issue of first impression 

for the Ninth Circuit, the court determined that Item 303 
does not create a duty to disclose under Section 10(b) and 
Rule 10b–5 and therefore does not give rise to liability. The 
court relied principally on the reasoning of other circuits 
that had determined that Item 303’s disclosure requirement 
was materially different from the original “duty to disclose” 
discussed by the Supreme Court in Basic v. Levinson.6  

Asserting liability under Item 303 can be difficult, as a 
plaintiff must determine if a material trend or uncertainty 
actually exists and whether the trend is actually known by 
a defendant. In a recent example of this difficult task, the 
Southern District of New York set a conceptual limit on Item 
303. In In re Lions Gate Entertainment Corp. Securities 
Litigation,7 defendants were under investigation by 
the SEC. The plaintiffs argued that defendants failed to 
disclose or otherwise misrepresented the details of the 
SEC investigation, the possibility of an SEC enforcement 
proceeding, and an imminent settlement with the SEC. The 
plaintiffs argued that the settlement, even though minimal, 
was nonetheless material because it “could” have materially 
impacted the Company.8 

The court rejected this reasoning, stating “The materiality 
analysis... requires a showing of actual materiality; the 
possibility that the information may be material does not 
suffice if a reasonable investor would not view the information 
as significantly altering the total mix of information available.”9 

When is a Trend Material? 
 Liability Under Item 303 
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According to the court, uncertainty or the potential risk of 
loss itself is not sufficiently material. In other words, the court 
interpreted the plaintiffs’ claims as charging defendants with 
not disclosing the risk of risk itself. Invoking Basic, the court 
further explained that “plaintiffs have not pleaded how the 
knowledge of a preliminary SEC staff investigation, for which 
there was no settlement in place during the Class Period, 
would have significantly altered an investor’s total mix of 
information.”10  The court also distinguished the facts from 
those of Stratte-McClure:

An SEC investigation could not be characterized as 
a “known trend” or “uncertainty” under Item 303. 
This is not a case like Stratte–McClure where Morgan 
Stanley faced a deteriorating subprime mortgage 
market that, in light of the company’s exposure to the 
market, was likely to cause trading losses that would 
materially affect the company’s financial condition... In 
this case, the plaintiffs do not point to any set of facts 
that remotely create a “trend.” Nor do they point 
to any “uncertainty” that is linked to the company’s 
liquidity.11 

The competing interpretations of Item 303 raise practical 
questions for companies attempting to comply with the 
regulation. Consider the current conditions of the oil and 
gas industry, where a long and painful decline in oil prices 
has impacted the entire sector. Would Item 303 require an 
oil-adjacent industry (like a hotel company with a significant 
footprint in Texas) to disclose broader trends in the energy 
sector that may affect its revenues? In a pending case against 
hotel operator La Quinta Holdings Inc.,12 the plaintiffs asserted 
that one of the company’s prospectuses omitted important 
information on a number of material issues, including a drop 
in revenues in Texas. Plaintiffs pointed out that Texas is one 
of the company’s key markets and that declining activity 
in oil and gas drilling resulted in a material drop in demand 
for accommodations at La Quinta. According to plaintiffs, the 
rapid decline in rig counts within Texas was a known trend, 
and because it could have impacted La Quinta’s revenues it 
should have been disclosed.

Though this is but one of multiple grounds for liability asserted, 
the court’s analysis on this issue will be noteworthy. Liability 
under Item 303 is nascent, and as courts outside of the Ninth 
and Second Circuit consider the issue, those acknowledging 
affirmative disclosure obligations under Item 303 will likely 
further hone the analysis to require more than a showing of 
negative macroecononomic events or systemic conditions. In 
La Quinta and future cases, courts will be tasked with finding 
a reasonable middle ground between Stratte-McClure and 
Lions Gate. This will be a trend worth watching. 

1   17 C.F.R. § 229.303(a)(3)(ii).  The regulation also requires descrip-
tions of known material trends in the registrant’s capital resources 
and expected changes in the mix and cost of such resources.

2   Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and 
Results of Operations, Exchange Act Release No. 34–26831, 54 
Fed.Reg. 22427, 22430 (May 24, 1989).

3  2015 WL 136312 (2d Cir. Jan. 12, 2015).
4  Id. at *8.
5  768 F.3d 1046 (9th Cir. Oct. 2, 2014).
6  485 U.S. 224, 239 n. 17 (1988).
7  2016 WL 297722 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 22, 2016).  
8  Id. at *9. 
9  Id.
10  Id. at *9 (citing Basic v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224 (1988)). 
11  Id. at *14.
12   Beisel v. La Quinta Holdings Inc. et al., 1:16-cv-03068 (S.D.N.Y. 2016).  
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1   American Pipe & Constr. Co. v. Utah, 414 U.S. 538 (1974). 
2   Id. at 554.
3   Id. at 551. 
4   Walmart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 2541, 2551-52 (2011); 

Comcast Corp. v. Behrend, 133 S. Ct. 1426, 1432 (2013). 
5   Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John Fund, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2398 (2014). 
6   223 F.3d 1155 (10th Cir. 2000). 
7   721 F.3d 95 (2d Cir. 2013). 
8   Nos. 15-905 (6th Cir. 2016), 15-5903 (6th Cir. 2016).
9   Nos. 16-1364, 16-1365, 16-1366, 16-1367. 

v. Regions Morgan Keegan Select High Income Fund, Inc.,8 
the Sixth Circuit sided with the Second and against the Tenth 
in holding that American Pipe does not apply to the statutes 
of repose in the Securities Act or the Exchange Act. 

Given the importance of this issue, the circuit split is untenable. 
In 2014 the Supreme Court granted a writ of certiorari to review 
the Second Circuit’s IndyMac decision, but in September 2014 
withdrew the writ as improvidently granted when the parties 
settled the underlying action. Now, the issue is once again up 
for consideration. In North Sound Capital LLC v. Merck & Co., 
Inc.,9 the Third Circuit agreed to hear an interlocutory appeal 
from the District of New Jersey’s denial of the defendants’ 
motions to dismiss based on American Pipe tolling. Merits 
briefing is complete and, recognizing the importance of 
the outcome, over 50 institutions have signed on to various 
amicus briefs in support of the plaintiffs in that case. These 
institutions include several European national funds, multiple 
U.S. state funds, municipal funds, and union funds. They were 
joined by, among others, pension giant CalPERS, the National 
Association of Shareholder and Consumer Attorneys, and 
special interest group Public Citizen. 

Whatever the North Sound outcome, many observers believe 
that the Supreme Court will issue another writ of certiorari to 
resolve the circuit split. Saxena White will continue to monitor 
the situation and advise our clients on the proper course of 
action. 

Can We File?  continued from page 5
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Upcoming Events

GEORGIA ASSOCIATION 
OF PUBLIC PENSION TRUSTEES  

7TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Lake Lanier, GA

September 19-22, 2016

FLORIDA PUBLIC PENSIONS  
TRUSTEES ASSOCIATION  

TRUSTEE SCHOOL 
Bonita Springs, FL

September 25-28, 2016  

COUNCIL OF INSTITUTIONAL  
INVESTORS FALL CONFERENCE

Chicago, IL
September 28-30, 2016

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON  
TEACHER RETIREMENT  

94TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Providence, RI

October 8-12, 2016

NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON PUBLIC EMPLOYEE  
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS  

PUBLIC SAFETY  
Las Vegas, NV

October 23-26, 2016

STATE ASSOCIATION OF  
COUNTY RETIREMENT SYSTEMS 

FALL CONFERENCE
Indian Wells, CA

November 8-11, 2016

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION  
OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS 62ND 

ANNUAL EMPLOYEE  
BENEFITS CONFERENCE

Orlando, FL
November 13-16, 2016

Contact Us
5200 TOWN CENTER CIRCLE 

SUITE 601
BOCA RATON, FL 33486

ph: 561.394.3399
fax: 561.394.3382 

www.saxenawhite.com

For questions regarding this publication, please contact Adam Warden 

at awarden@saxenawhite.com.

Who let the dogs out? The City of Coral Springs Police Officers, that’s who! On 
August 3, Saxena White proudly supported our client’s Cause for Paws Police K-9 
Fundraiser. The family-friendly event afforded the public a chance to give back 
to our four legged officers that protect and serve the community alongside their 
human counterparts. The officers were doggone thrilled at the turnout. It was a 
night of food, fun, and prizes in their honor, and some of the officers even posed 
with Saxena White employees for a picture. All proceeds from the event were 
dedicated to funding the retired police service dogs’ care.

When Saxena White has the opportunity to give back to our community, we literally 
run with it. This past February, Florida Atlantic University hosted their 6th Annual 
Stand Among Friends Emb(race) 5k in our hometown of Boca Raton, Florida. 
Saxena White, together with people of all ages and abilities, crossed the finish line 
to benefit programs and services designed to assist those with disabilities. Our 
legal team attends this event annually as part of our continued efforts to support 
and promote diversity. 

Saxena White 
in the Community


